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Abstract This paper presents the techniques for formulating the multiple segmented smart plate 
structures with different circuit connection patterns using the electromechanical finite element 
dynamic analysis. There are three major contributions in the proposed numerical studies. First, the 
electromechanical discretization has been developed for generalizing the coupled system of the 
Kirchhoff’s smart plate structures with circuit connection patterns. Such constitutive numerical 
models reduced from the extended Lagrange equations can be used for the physical systems 
including, but not restricted to the multiple piezoelectric and electrode segments. Second, the 
multiple piezoelectric or electrode segments can be arranged electrically in parallel, series, and 
mixed series-parallel connections with the on-off switching techniques where the electrical outputs 
of each connection are further connected with the standard AC-DC circuit interfaces. Third, the 
coupling transformation technique (CTT) has been introduced by modifying the orthonormalized 
global element matrices into the scalar form equations. As a result, the multimode frequency 
response function and time waveform signal response equations are distinctly formulated for each 
circuit connection. Further parametric numerical case studies are also discussed in this paper. The 
benefit of using the circuit connection patterns with the on-off switching techniques is that the 
studies can be used for an adaptive vibration power harvester. 
Keywords: Adaptive response · electromechanical discretization · energy harvesting · finite 
element methods · piezoelectric · smart structures · vibration. 
1 Introduction 
The vast majority of the electronic system demands of smart sensor wireless communication 
devices inevitably affect the electrical energy consumption. The system itself can be future 
microsystem devices for monitoring health conditions of industrial machines, infrastructures and 
even human activities. It is known that the use of the traditional power supply from batteries only 
gives limited energy during system operation resulting in the tedious and time consuming task of 
replacement. To alleviate such condition, self-charging and lifespan electrical energy required by 
the hybrid or integrated electronic systems can be obtained by converting the wasted or unused 
ambient vibrations of the surrounding environment into useful electrical energy using smart 
material systems. The investigations of piezoelectric components as smart material transducers 
have a profound effect on various engineering applications with mathematical modeling, thus 
making it an attractive field for researchers. Many researchers have been investigating the coupled 
piezoelectric and substructure systems (smart beams and plates) using finite element and analytical 
techniques in applications for active control systems [1]-[5], sensing and actuation systems [6]-
[12] shape control system [13] and shunt circuit modeling [14]-[18].  
 
     Moreover, the development of piezoelectric vibration-based power harvesters has recently 
attracted researchers for investigating the engineering application of improving energy-
sustainability. This includes the analytical models and experimental studies with the optimization  
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of designs from macro- to micro-electromechanical systems using mechanical and electrical circuit 
techniques. The various analytical studies of the piezoelectric power harvesting devices have been 
investigated using the lumped parameter models with electrical equivalent systems [19] and 
extensive circuit technique combinations [20]-[23], Rayleigh-Ritz methods [24]-[25] modal 
analysis method [26], assumed-mode method [27], and the weak-form techniques [28]-[29]. Other 
theoretical methods of piezoelectric power harvesting with different studies have also been 
investigated using random vibration analysis [30], fully closed-form boundary value methods [31]-
[32], and analytical voltage- and charge-type Hamiltonian formulations [33]. For segmented 
piezoelectric structure, a few published works focusing on the structural discontinuity of 
piezoelectric components including beam orientation have investigated the use of the transfer 
matrix method [34] and analytical solutions [35]. Moreover, the effect of shunt control system-
based the electrode distribution using the single piezoelectric beam structure for widening two-
frequency bands and DC electrical output has been investigated using the charge-type analytical 
studies [36]. Most recently, the multiple segmented electrode configurations with shunt control 
system provided useful techniques for improving power harvesting with the multi-frequency and 
DC signal outputs [37]. Another trendy research effort for increasing the power harvester 
amplitudes for the wide ranging multi-frequency domain has also been considered as a new 
alternative solution by a few researchers. With the various analytical techniques, the technical 
formulations of the multiple piezoelectric bimorph beams connected using different electrical 
connection systems have been developed in [38]-[40]. Moreover, the use of impedance analytical 
[41] and SSHI approaches [42]-[43] have been rigorously developed. In recent research works 
using the analytical power harvesting studies, the smart plate structure with single and double 
piezoelectric segments connected with the AC and DC circuit connections have been developed in 
[44]-[45]. However, the system parameters of the piezoelectric mass and stiffness effects have 
been neglected. Then, the analytical model has been continuously developed by considering the 
piezoelectric mass and stiffness contributions [46]. However, the system was only based on the 
single piezoelectric segment with the power output across the load resistance.  
 
The numerical studies of the various piezoelectric structures with the electrode effect have also 
been important techniques for developing the constitutive finite element equations in many 
different applications. The applied/generated voltage to/from the piezoelectric structures under 
dynamic excitation can occur if the distribution of the electrode layer on particular region of the 
piezoelectric is taken into account. This also depends upon the techniques for developing the 
equations. In some cases, many previous works in applications to the sensing and actuation and 
control systems have ignored the electrode effect. On the other hand, some numerical models have 
considered the electrode effects to the nodal [47]-[48] and elemental systems [3]-[4], [10], [49]-
[50]. However, with the actual distributed electrode layer on the piezoelectric component, the 
combination between the multi-electric degree of freedoms and the mechanical degree of freedoms 
for formulating the global matrices have not yet been satisfied when formulating the frequency 
equations and DC signal analysis. For power harvesting application, the investigations of the 
electromechanical finite element analysis of piezoelectric power harvesters have been made by a 
few researchers. Modeling the finite element-based ANSYS multiphysics software has been 
incorporated with the SPICE software for the equivalent circuit model for simulating the power 
output [51]. Detail techniques of the system identification for the equivalent circuit parameters-
based SSHI techniques has been presented using the COMSOL finite element simulation [43]. The 
finite element models with the electrode effect of the cantilevered beam [52] with different 
piezoelectric shapes and cantilevered plate [53] for the distributed piezoelectric layer have been 
presented. However, the electromechanical discretization for formulating orthonormalized global 
matrices and scalar forms have been ignored. The finite element model of the cantilevered 
piezoelectric bimorph beam structure with negligible electrode effects has also been investigated 
in [54]. Moreover, the numerical techniques in application to vibration energy harvester using the 
distributed piezoelectric beam with the electrode and damping effects were introduced into the 
derivations of coupled system [31],  [55]. The technical concept underlies on formulating the set of 
the series multimode frequency response functions using the electromechanical discretization into 
the finite element equations.  
 
In this paper, the smart plate structures with the multiple segment patterns, connected with the 
various circuit connection networks and standard AC-DC circuit interfaces, have been presented 
using the electromechanical finite element techniques. Only key numerical equations have been 
presented in this paper. The proposed electromechanical finite element vibration system can be 
highlighted in the following points: 
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1. The electromechanical discretization (mechanical and electrical discretised elements) of the 
piezoelectric plate is introduced due to the physical system of the thin conducting electrode 
layer. It is an essential numerical technique underpinning the combination between the internal 
voltage and electromechanical system of the piezoelectric elements and the external circuit 
connection patterns.  
2. The reduced constitutive electromechanical finite element equations can be used for the 
systems with the multiple piezoelectric or electrode segments that can be arranged electrically 
in parallel, series, and mixed series-parallel connections with the on-off switching techniques.   
3. With the electrical connection patterns, the orthonormalized global element matrices can be 
transformed into the scalar form equations so that the FRFs and time waveform responses can 
be formulated. 
4. The accuracy of the numerical studies can be obtained using the convergence criteria of the 
resonance frequencies corresponding with a number of electromechanical elements. 
5. Detail parametric numerical studies are discussed using the option of multiple electrode 
segment connection systems. The multiple tier systems with the on-off switching techniques 
are utilized to the segment pattern connections. Each tier consists of the multiple electrode 
segments and each segment consists of the electromechanical discretized elements. It was 
found that increasing tier numbers using the parallel and mixed series-parallel electrode 
segment connections can increase the power amplitudes compared with the series electrode 
segment connection. However, when the ambient vibration environment is away from the 
resonance of the system, the mixed series-parallel electrode segment connection can be an 
effective option for widening the resonance frequency. 
6. The strain mode shapes are utilized for analyzing the effect of power cancellations using each 
electrode connection patterns. The technique also provides of how to stimulate the power 
output under the strain node effects. 
7. The DC time signal waveform analysis with the emphasis on the ripple signal effects from the 
rectifier and capacitor provides the information of the charging and discharging processes via 
the capacitor using different electrical loads. 
8. The numerical techniques with the segment connection patterns and the on-off switched tier 
systems provide an effective tool to adaptively control the level of power output and frequency 
domain, particularly the system that depends on the ambient vibration environment. The 
studies can also be used for different applications (e.g., lightweight aerospace, automobile, and 
civil engineering structures) using the laminated smart plate structures with electrode layer. 
 
 
2   Coupled field constitutive equations  
 
Constitutive piezoelectric equations-based Kirchhoff’s elemental plate can be formulated using the 
tensor electrical enthalpy concepts based on the continuum thermodynamics that can be condensed 
using Voigt’s notation and Einstein’s summation convention [56]-[59]. The electrical enthalpy for 
the smart material with Lead Zirconate Titanate (PZT) can be formulated under adiabatic and 
isothermal processes as, 
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Here the general parameters EC , e ,
Sε  , E , T , and S  represent the piezoelectric elastic 
stiffness at constant electric field, piezoelectric coefficient, permittivity under constant strain, 
electric field, stress, and strain, respectively. It is noted that the parameters of Eq. (1) were reduced 
from the plane-stress 3D into 2D components in order to obtain the correct parameter values of the 
Kirchhoff’s elemental smart plate system. At this stage, Eq. (1) can be reformulated into matrix 
forms to give the following coupled field equations as, 
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The plane stress field from the Kirchhoff’s isotropic plate substructure element and the general 
strain-displacement form [60]-[61] can be respectively formulated as, 
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Note that for the convenient purpose in the forthcoming notations, the superscripts 1 and 2 being 
used in the parameters of stress, strain, elastic stiffness, density, and volume represent the 
substructure and piezoelectric layers, respectively. It is obvious to see that Eqs. (2a)-(2b) and (3) 
can be stated, respectively as       EeSCT Tp
222  and   ESeD Sp 
2  and      111 SCT  . 
 
3 Geometrical analysis of electromechanical plate element  
 
The physical smart plate structure under input base excitation as shown in Fig. 1a can be seen as 
an example of the actual system consisting of the piezoelectric, electrode, and substructure 
components. Also, example of the two coupled wires attached on the electrode layers includes on 
this part. In common practice, the piezoelectric material, available from the manufacturing 
company, covers with the thin electrode layer so that the electric voltage or current can be obtained 
during operating input base excitation. Fig. 1a also shows the arbitrary locations of the 
piezoelectric segments and electrode segments. As shown in Fig. 1b, the system shows different 
procedure when formulating the electromechanical finite element equations. It shows the 
electromechanical discretization consisting of mechanical and electrical discretized finite elements. 
The technical concept here was adopted from [55]. It can be seen in Fig. 1c that each equivalent 
electromechanical discretization on particular segment of piezoelectric or electrode component 
producing the single output of voltage consists of a number of certain elements that must be 
arranged electrically in the parallel connection. From there, the segment systems as given in Fig. 
1d can be further used for physical connection patterns such as parallel and series connections and 
even mixed series-parallel connections (detail discussions will be given in Section 4.2). One local 
element as shown in Fig. 1e is a given example for this case. The expression used in the solution 
form for four-node rectangular plate with the twelve unknown-degrees of freedom [62]-[64] is 
based on the non-conforming function that can be generally expressed as a polynomial function in 
the matrix form as, 
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where                          333223221, y  xy x yy  xy x x  xy  y  x  y   xyx η ,                       (4b) 
 Tcccc 12321 .......c  .                                       (4c) 
To specify the nodal vectors at each node for one element, the displacement vector fields can be 
extended into the twelve unknown nodal terms at four nodes i, j, k, and l as, 
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Note that since the general displacement function 
nw  must meet the continuity of the plate 
element, the general terms of the nodal vectors xn  and yn  correspond with the yn w and 
xn  w , respectively. The inverse of Eq. (5a) can be obtained using the twelve unknown 
parameters of the displacement field, 
e
n
e
n uηc
1
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For considering the smart plate system under dynamic motion, substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (4a) 
gives, 
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e
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where    
1
ˆ,,

 en
e
n yxyx ηηΦ  is the shape function of size 121  for  the displacement field of the 
non-conforming plate element. The strain-displacement field of the elemental plate from the 
second part of Eq. (3) can be reformulated using Eq. (7) to give, 
Fig.1 Smart plate structure modeling: (a) a physical or an actual system with the arbitrary electrode and piezoelectric 
segments, (b) electromechanical discretization, (c) equivalent electromechanical systems, (d) example of the circuit 
systems with standard AC-DC circuit interfaces, and (e) local element. 
(a) 
(b) (c) 
(d) 
(e) 
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Eq. (8) can be reformulated as, 
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where B represents the matrix form of size 123  of the partial differential operator of polynomial 
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The elemental discretized electric field E, induced by the strain field due to input ambient 
vibration, can create a polarization in the piezoelectric material in the z-direction along its 
thickness generating the electrical voltages. The electrical field can be formulated as, 
     teen zyxtzyx vΩE ,,,,,   ,                                      (11)  
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obtained by further modifying Eq. (2c) because of having isotropic behavior. Note that only shape 
function in the thickness direction is considered due to the direction of electric field along the z-
axis. Symbol   is a gradient operator for the first derivative of the shape function with respect to 
the thickness direction, giving  
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Ω . To obtain the expression of the stress field 
in the partial differential shape function form for both piezoelectric and plate elements, Eqs. (9) 
and (11) can be substituted into Eqs. (2a) and (3) to yield as,  
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The electric displacement vector field can be further formulated using Eqs. (9), (11) and (2b) to 
give, 
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To obtain the dynamic equations of the smart plate structure, all compatible equations can be 
solved using the extended Lagrange formulations as given in the next stage. 
 
4 Electromechanical finite element dynamic equations 
 
The extended Lagrange equations in terms of the electromechanical discretized finite element 
dynamic equations of the smart plate structure can be formulated as,            
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It is important to note that since the plate structure is under moving base support, the reduced 
kinematic equations [55] can be used into this paper so as to formulate the functional energy 
forms. The relative displacement w(x,,y,t) can be defined as the difference between absolute 
displacement wabs(x,y,t) and base excitation wbase(t). The kinetic energy for the elemental smart 
plate structure using Eq. (7) can be stated as, 
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The potential energy from the system can be written using Eqs. (9)-(10) and (12) as,  
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n Vtzz vΩeBηuuηBCBηu .            (16)                           
The electrical energy term for the piezoelectric element using Eqs. (11) and (13) can be formed as,   
           
 
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e
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 

 vΩvuηBev ΩΩ  .   (17) 
The non-conservative work done on the system due to the base excitation, input dynamic force and 
electrical charge output can be written as, 
       
 
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 
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
21
2211 d,ˆd,ˆ  . (18) 
To include each expression from Eqs. (7), (9), (12)-(13), as required by Eqs. (15)-(18), the two 
electromechanical dynamic equations can be formulated separately using Eq. (14). After 
simplification, the local element matrices of the electromechanical dynamic equations by including 
Rayleigh damping can be further formulated as, 
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where 
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
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
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             
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p
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          cbase
ee t FwQF     ,   
 
   
 
 
 
 
 


m
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n
e
nl
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1 1121212
d,ˆ ηηQ   .                    (19e) 
Note that Eq. (19a) includes input base excitation and dynamic force where next section will be 
further explained. The option of using one of them depends on the application. 
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4.1  Normalized global element matrices of electromechanical dynamic equation 
 
By scrutinizing the whole system consisting of the segmented piezoelectric/electrode 
components and the substructure, the electromechanical finite-element discretization for the smart 
structure must be computed and transformed from the local to global coordinate systems. The 
arrangement of the global element matrix of the smart plate structure can be formulated as, 
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
 
FvPuKuCuM
11111 







  mnenenmnmnm
nmnmnm
nmnmnmn
tttt
θ
mn

,              (20a)      
 
  
 
  
 
 
 ttt pD
T
θ
ene
nenenmnmnen
ivPuP
111 





 .                                  (20b) 
                                    
It is noted that the matrix sizes of each component of Eq. (20) correspond with mechanical degrees 
of freedom for each node nm and electrical degrees of freedom for each element ne.  
 
The solution form of time-dependent displacement can be stated in terms of the normalized modal 
vector and generalized coordinate as, 
            ttt...ttt mmmm aaaaau    112211  .                 (21) 
where parameter  m ...21 is a normalized modal matrix that must meet the 
orthonormality relation with φTMφ=1. Note that although the expression given in Eq. (21) shows a 
similar form to that of given in [31], the smart plate structure shows more complex physical 
system compared with the smart beam structure giving different normalized modal matrix with 
increasing degrees of freedom. At this point, the normalized eigenvector or modal matrix can 
simply be formulated as φ=U/( UTMU)1/2. The parameter  mUUUU ...21 is the known 
value of each eigenvector for each particular degree of freedom or eigenvalue that can be obtained 
from expression   02  UIχ ω  where  MMI 1 , KMχ 1 . 
 
Normalized global matrix equations can be formulated by substituting Eq. (21) into Eqs. (20a)-
(20b)  and premultiplying the result by T   and the result of which can simply be formulated as, 
                     
          cbase ttttt FwQvPaωaζa θ ˆˆˆ2
2    ,             (22a) 
     tttˆ Dθ pivPaP  
T .                                              (22b) 
where orthonormalized parameters from Eq. (22) can be stated as, 
                                  IMT  ,    22221 ,,,diag rωωω  KT ,                      (23a) 
                                   ωωIKMCT  22TT  dvdv cccc  ,                     (23b) 
θ
ˆ PPθ
T
 
,  TT θθ
ˆ PP  ,
  
  QQ
Tˆ   , c
T
c FF 
ˆ   .                   (23c) 
Note that Eq. (22a) shows two input dynamic motions where it show general equation. However, 
the option of using one of the input terms into the computational process depends on the 
application. In the next section, further formulations will be based on the input base excitation 
where the input dynamic force will be given separately to the equations as an example.    
 
4.2 Coupling transformation techniques of the normalized global element matrices into the scalar 
form equations with various circuit connections 
 
In this section, the use of multiple segment patterns of the smart plate structure system can be 
formulated using the CTT. It should be noted that since all parameters in Eq. (20) provide large 
and different matrix sizes, direct operation for such equation may lead to a challenging 
computational process. In particular, the smart plate structure is coupled with the complex circuit 
connection patterns and AC-DC rectification. To alleviate such conditions, the CTT with the 
orthonormality for generalizing electromechanical dynamic equations has been introduced by 
modifying the matrices of Eq. (20) into the scalar form equations in order to give the effective and 
efficient computational processes. As shown in the next stage, the iterative series FRF equations 
will show distinct formulas for each circuit segment connection. As mentioned previously, the 
equations can be used for the physical system of either the multiple piezoelectric or electrode 
segments. To avoid confusion with these two terms, the system with the multiple piezoelectric 
segments refers to the segments of both piezoelectric and electrode components. The reason is that 
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the surface of the piezoelectric material, inherently produced by the manufacturing company, 
covers with the thin conducting electrode layer so as to produce the voltage signal. 
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Thus, when the piezoelectric material is cut into the segments of the particular shape, the electrode 
on it is also affected. However, the system with the multiple electrode segments refers to the 
distributed piezoelectric structure covered with the segmented electrodes. This can occur when 
scoring or etching the electrode layer from the piezoelectric material. The piezoelectric/electrode 
segments can be arranged using the electrical parallel, series and mixed series-parallel connections 
as shown in Fig. 2 where their formulations are given in the forthcoming sections. It is important 
to note here that the segment patterns shown in Fig. 2 are only example for simplicity in order to 
reduce the constitutive frequency equations and time signal waveform equations. Arbitrary 
segments can also be used using the same equations. For conveniently modeling the 
electromechanical finite-element discretization system, the normalized global matrices can be 
transformed into the scalar form equations. The MATLAB program computation was developed 
for modeling these techniques. The essential parts of computational method provide not only the 
generalized mechanical components (mass, stiffness and damping matrices), but also most 
importantly the generalized internal capacitances and normalized piezoelectric couplings for each 
element corresponding to the mechanical multi degree of freedom for the whole discretized system 
structure. In this case, the first form of the generalized electromechanical dynamic equations can 
be formulated in the mechanical multimode system ,....,NDOF,,r 321  in terms of the number of 
normalized piezoelectric elements for the first segment 11111 321 ,....,NELP,,s  , the second 
segment 
22222 321 ,....,NELP,,s   and p
th segment
ppppp ,....,NELP,,s 321 as,          
Fig. 2 Smart plate structure modeling with equivalent electromechanical systems and standard AC-DC circuit 
interfaces:  (a) the parallel electrode segment connections, (b) the series electrode segment connection, and (c) the 
mixed series-parallel electrode segment connection with the on-off switching technique. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
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                  tvPtvPtvPtaωtaωζta ss 111111 12121111
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ˆˆˆˆ...  ,
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2
22222
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            . 
                . 
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
, 
                    ,...,NDOF,r 21  
.                    (24c)   
The second electromechanical dynamic equation relating to the electrical current output due to 
the effect of the first piezoelectric/electrode segment can be formulated as,   
                    
         titvPtaPtaPtaP PDrrs 111111 111221111
ˆˆˆ   ,      (25a)
 
        
         titvPtaPtaPtaP PDrrs 111111 222222112
ˆˆˆ   ,                    (25b)
 
     . 
 . 
     titvPtaP PssDsr
NDOF
r
rs 1111
1
ˆ 

 ,   11111 321 ,....,NELP,,s    .                  (25c)    
For the second piezoelectric/electrode segment, the second electromechanical dynamic 
equation can be formulated as,   
              titvPtaPtaPtaP PDrrs 222222 111221111
ˆˆˆ   ,                        (26a)
 
    
         titvPtaPtaPtaP PDrrs 222222 222222112
ˆˆˆ   ,                        (26b)
 
     . 
 . 
     titvPtaP PssDsr
NDOF
r
rs 2222
1
ˆ 

 ,   22222 321 ,....,NELP,,s    .                  (26c)    
For multi-piezoelectric/electrode segments, the second electromechanical dynamic equation 
can be formulated as,   
           titvPtaPtaPtaP
pppppp PDrrs 111221111
ˆˆˆ   ,                      (27a)
 
  
         titvPtaPtaPtaP
pppppp PDrrs 222222112
ˆˆˆ   ,                    (27b)
 
     . 
 . 
               
     titvPtaP
pppp PssDsr
NDOF
r
rs 


1
ˆ ,   ppppp ,....,NELP,,s 321  .                (27c)          
It is important to note here that since the electrical segmented piezoelectric/electrode systems 
are formulated in Eqs. (24)-(27), the electrical discretized elements for each segment must be 
generalized into the internal parallel connection due to the distributed electrode onto surface of the 
piezoelectric structure as, 
      
   1/
21 111
SegmentElectrodePiezo
s tvtvtv  ,      
   2/
21 222
SegmentElectrodePiezo
s tvtvtv  ,      
   pSegmentElectrodePiezo
s tvtvtv ppp
/
21  ,(28a) 
         
   1/
21 1111
SegmentElectrodePiezo
PsPPP titititi NELP   ,          
   2/
21 2222
SegmentElectrodePiezo
PsPPP titititi NELP    ,       (28b) 
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         
   pSegmentElectrodePiezo
PsPPP titititi ppNELPpp
/
21  .                                 (28c) 
 
Equations (25)-(27) can be reformulated after applying Eqs. (28b)-(28c) to give,  
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,                                 (29b)          
                                     . 
           . 
      titvPtaP
p
Ps
p
NELP
PP
s
sDs
NDOF
r
r
p
NELP
PP
s
rs ppp
  
  11 1
ˆ 
 
.                                (29c)  
As discussed previously, the multi-piezoelectric/electrode segments can be electrically 
connected using the parallel, series, and mixed parallel-series connections where the RC harvesting 
circuit can be used to connect all networks of each piezoelectric/electrode segment connection. 
Here, the external parallel connection can be formulated as,                                                    
    
 

     tvtvtvtv
pSegmentElectrodePiezo
s
SegmentElectrodePiezo
s
SegmentElectrodePiezo
s p

 /2/1/
21
,   (30a)                 
        titititi P
pSegmentElectrodePiezo
Ps
SegmentElectrodePiezo
Ps
SegmentElectrodePiezo
Ps p

 /2/1/
21
.   (30b) 
The choice of external series connection for multi-piezoelectric/electrode segment pattern can 
also be conducted and formulated as,                                    
 

     tvtvtvtv
pSegmentElectrodePiezo
s
SegmentElectrodePiezo
s
SegmentElectrodePiezo
s p

 /2/1/
21
,       (31a)                        
       titititi P
pSegmentElectrodePiezo
Ps
SegmentElectrodePiezo
Ps
SegmentElectrodePiezo
Ps p

 /2/1/
21
.     (31b) 
The mixed series-parallel connection for piezoelectric/electrode segments can be arranged into 
the multiple tier array. Each tier, arranged into the parallel connection, consists of the series 
piezoelectric/electrode segment array, giving different voltage with the same current. In Fig. 2c, 
each tier can be controlled using the on-off switching technique. In terms of the KVL system, the 
series connection pattern of multi-piezoelectric/electrode segment for each tier can be formulated 
as,     
       tvtvtvtv tier
pSegmentElectrodePiezo
tier
s
SegmentElectrodePiezo
tier
s
SegmentElectrodePiezo
tier
s p
1
/
1
2/
1
1/
1
21


,   (32a) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   tvtvtvtv tier
pSegmentElectrodePiezo
tier
s
pSegmentElectrodePiezo
tier
s
pSegmentElectrodePiezo
tier
s ppp
2
2/
2
2/
2
1/
2
221




, (32b) 
   . 
   . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   tvtvtvtv mtier
mpSegment
ElectrodePiezo
mtier
s
pmSegment
ElectrodePiezo
mtier
s
pmSegment
ElectrodePiezo
mtier
s mppmpm




/
11
/
11
/
2111
.                      (32c) 
Note that since the total voltage of each tier must be equal, the current through each tier must be 
added to give the current output across the external circuit. At this case, the parallel connection 
pattern of mth tier can be formulated using the KCL system as,    
                  tvtvtvtv mtiertiertier  21 ,         (33a) 
                        titititi p
mtier
sP
tier
sP
tier
sP mppp

21
2
.               (33b) 
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For the RC harvesting circuit, the circuit equation can be formulated as,  
         
d
dP
R
tv
tvCti     .                                                       (34) 
Note that Eq. (34) can be used for connecting the segment connection systems.  
 
4.3  The solution form of parallel piezoelectric/electrode segment connections 
 
To formulate the multimode frequency response functions of the parallel electrical segmented 
piezoelectric/electrode system as shown in Fig. 2a, Eqs. (24a)-(24c) and (29a)-(29c) associated 
with Eqs. (30a)-(30b) and (34) can be solved simultaneously using Laplace transform giving the 
superposition of equations in matrix form. In this stage, after manipulation and simplification, the 
electrical voltage multimode FRF for multiple piezoelectric/electrode segments can be formulated 
as,  
                  
 















NDOF
r r
srrs
s
NDOF
r r
rsr
tjω
base
A
BBjω
CDjω
A
QBjω
ewω
jωv
1
1
2
ˆ
,                           (35a) 
where       ωωζjωωA rrrr 2
22  ,     
d
d
R
CjωC
1
 ,                                     (35b) 



p
p
p
NELP
s
rs
NELP
s
rs
NELP
s
rsrs
PPPB
111 2
2
22
2
1
11
1
ˆˆˆ , 


p
p
p
NELP
s
rs
NELP
s
rs
NELP
s
rssr
PPPB
111 2
2
22
2
1
11
1
ˆˆˆ ,   (35c) 
 


p
p
p
NELP
s
Ds
NELP
s
Ds
NELP
s
Dss PPPD
111 2
2
22
2
1
11
1
.                          (35d) 
Note that if the smart plate system is under input dynamic force on particular node, the parameters 
  tjωbase ewωjωv
2 and rQˆ  can be replaced with   )( jωFjωv c  and r , respectively. 
The next equations will also use the same procedure.  
     
                   
The power harvesting multimode FRF related to the input transverse acceleration can be 
formulated as, 
 
 
2
1
1
22
ˆ1
















 



NDOF
r r
srrs
s
NDOF
r r
rsr
load
tjω
base
p
A
BBjω
CDjω
A
QBjω
R
ewω
jωP .                                 (36) 
Moreover, the transverse displacement multimode FRF related to the input transverse acceleration 
can be obtained as, 
   




















NDOF
r r
srrs
s
rs
r
tjω
base
r
A
BBjω
CDjω
QCDjω
Aewω
jωa
1
2
ˆ1   
 .                               (37)
 
In terms of Eqs. (7) and (21), the characteristic transverse motion of the structure can be 
reformulated to give,
    
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
   


NDOF
r
rr
e
rr
e
rr
ee
n tayxλtyxtyxtx,yw
111112121
,,,, aλaΦ   .                 (38) 
The relative transverse displacement related to the input base acceleration at any position along the 
smart plate structure (x,y) can be formulated using Eqs. (37) and (38) as, 
 
   





















NDOF
r
NDOF
r r
srrs
s
r
r
e
rs
tjω
base
A
BBjω
CDjω
A
yxλQCDjω
ewω
jωyxw
1
1
2
,ˆ
,,
.                                    (39)
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The absolute transverse displacement and velocity FRFs can also be formulated using similar 
equations given in [31]. 
 
4.4 The solution form of series piezoelectric/electrode segment connections 
 
By considering the segmented piezoelectric/electrode patterns with the electrical series connection 
as shown in Fig. 2b, the multi-mode FRFs show different equation as given in the parallel 
connection. Here, Eqs (24a)-(24c) and (29a)-(29c) associated with Eqs. (31a)-(31b) and (34) can 
be solved simultaneously using Laplace transform and the results of which can be further 
manipulated and simplified to give the electrical voltage multimode frequency response functions 
as,  
 









NDOF
r srr
s
srrs
s
NDOF
r srr
rsr
jω
base
EA
D
BB
jω
DC
EA
QB
ewω
jωv
1
1
t2
ˆ
ˆˆ
1
ˆ
ˆˆ
,                                         (40a) 
where 













p
pp
p
p
pp
p
NELP
s
Ds
NELP
s
rs
NELP
s
Ds
NELP
s
rs
NELP
s
Ds
NELP
s
rs
rs
P
P
P
P
P
P
B
1
1
1
1
1
1
ˆˆˆ
ˆ
2
22
2
2
22
2
1
11
1
1
11
1 ,













p
pp
p
p
pp
p
NELP
s
Ds
NELP
s
rs
NELP
s
Ds
NELP
s
rs
NELP
s
Ds
NELP
s
rs
sr
P
P
P
P
P
P
B
1
1
1
1
1
1
ˆˆˆ
ˆ
2
22
2
2
22
2
1
11
1
1
11
1 ,       (40b) 
              



p
pp
p
NELP
s
Ds
NELP
s
Ds
NELP
s
Ds
s
PPP
D
111
111ˆ
2
22
2
1
11
1
,                 (40c) 
     













p
pp
p
p
p
p
pp
p
NELP
s
Ds
NELP
s
rs
NELP
s
rs
NELP
s
Ds
NELP
s
rs
NELP
s
rs
NELP
s
Ds
NELP
s
rs
NELP
s
rs
sr
P
PP
P
PP
P
PP
E
1
11
1
11
1
11
2
2
2
22
2
2
22
2
2
22
2
1
11
1
1
11
1
1
11
1
ˆˆˆˆˆˆ
.                   (40d) 
The power harvesting multimode FRF can also be formulated to give, 
 
 
 
2
t222
1











jω
baseload
tjω
base
p
ewω
jωv
Rewω
jωP .                                        (41) 
The multimode relative transverse displacement at any position along the smart plate structure 
(x,y) can be formulated to give, 
       
 






































NDOF
r
NDOF
r srr
s
srrs
s
srr
r
e
r
s
tjω
base
EA
D
BB
jω
DC
EA
yxλQ
jω
DC
ewω
jωyxw
1
1
2
ˆ
ˆˆ
1
ˆ
,ˆ1
ˆ
,, .                                        (42) 
As shown in Eq. (42), the absolute transverse displacement and velocity FRFs can be formulated 
using similar equations in [31]. 
 
4.5 The solution form of mixed series-parallel piezoelectric/electrode segment connections 
 
As shown in Fig. 2c, the multimode FRFs can be formulated using the combination between series 
and parallel piezoelectric/electrode segment connections. After manipulation and simplification, 
the voltage multimode FRFs can be formulated using Eqs. (24a)-(24c) and (29a)-(29c) associated 
with Eqs. (32a)-(32c), (33a)-(33b) and (34) to give,   
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  
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where 

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

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

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The power harvesting multimode FRF for multi-tier system can also be formulated using similar 
form of Eq. (41). Moreover, the relative transverse displacement multimode FRF can be 
formulated to give, 
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In terms of Eq. (44), the absolute transverse displacement and velocity FRFs can be formulated 
using similar equations in [31]. 
 
4.6  AC-DC harvesting circuit interface with segmented piezoelectric circuit connection patterns  
 
Fig. 3 represents the time-waveform signal processes of the AC electrical voltage and the AC-DC 
full bridge rectifier with smoothing RC circuit from the piezoelectric element [33], [65].  For every 
positive half-cycle, each time the capacitor conducts for charging, the DC current can be generated 
due to the forward biased diodes D1 and D2. During the time for discharging due to the reverse 
biased  diodes D3 and D4 , the capacitor voltage decays resulting in no current. For negative half-
cycle, the diodes D1 and D2 becomes reverse biased and no conduct where diodes D3 and D4  turn 
forward biased and conduct. This process repeats every half-cycle.  
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Fig. 3  Time waveforms of standard harvesting circuit 
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The waveforms as shown in Fig. 3 obviously represent the process of the signal outputs through 
the harvesting circuit from the piezoelectric component due to the dynamic motion. If there is no 
motion to the piezoelectric system, the waveforms may not show DC signals. That means that the 
waveforms (DC signal) obviously depend on the signal from the piezoelectric itself as the main 
source of the electrical energy (AC signal). 
 
4.6.1 Current flowing with interval ti < t < tf indicating the charging time every half-cycle of 
the signal waveform. 
 
In this section, the option of each electrical connection pattern (parallel, series, and mixed series-
parallel piezoelectric/electrode segment connections) can be performed using the computational 
charging process via the harvesting circuit interface. The signal outputs as shown in Fig. 3 have 
different time-waveform responses depending upon each connection pattern of the piezoelectric 
segments. 
 
a. DC signal outputs for the parallel piezoelectric/electrode segment connection 
During period of charging, the DC signal time response can be formulated using Eqs. (24a)-(24c) 
and (29a)-(29c) associated with Eqs. (30a)-(30b) and (34). The simultaneous results can be 
formulated to give the following state space representation for the multi-mode response system as, 
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-It should be noted that parameters 
rsB , srB  and sD  can be found in Eqs. (35c)-(35d). 
 
b. DC signal outputs for the series piezoelectric/electrode segment connections 
Corresponding with Eqs (24a)-(24c) and (29a)-(29c) associated with Eqs. (31a)-(31b) and (34), the 
state space representation for the multi-mode response system for the period of charging can be 
formulated after manipulation and simplification, 
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Note that parameters 
rsBˆ , srBˆ  , sDˆ  and srE can be found in Eqs. (40b)-(40d). 
 
c. DC signal outputs for the mixed series-parallel piezoelectric/electrode segment 
connections 
After manipulation and simplification, the state space representation for the multi-mode response 
system for the period of charging can be formulated using Eqs. (24a)-(24c) and (29a)-(29c) 
associated with Eqs. (32a)-(32c), (33a)-(33b) and (34) to give, 
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Note that all parameters with the superscript tier can be found in Eqs. (43b)-(43i). 
 
4.6.2 Current flowing with interval t f < t < ti + T/2 indicating the discharging times every half-
cycle of the signal waveform. 
 
Since each connection pattern of the piezoelectric/electrode segments has the same harvesting 
circuit for discharging process, the harvesting circuit from Eq. (34) can be reduced as,  
     0
d
d
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R
v
vC  .                                                            (48) 
The solution form of (48) can be stated as, 
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It should be noted that during charging and discharging processes, the current and voltage time 
signal waveform outputs for the parallel, series, and mixed series-parallel piezoelectric/electrode 
segment connections can be simulated using Eqs. (45) and (49), Eqs. (46) and (49), and Eqs. (47) 
and (49), respectively. Once collecting the signal data from some parameters during  charging and 
discharging processes using these equations, the DC currents across the resistor and capacitor 
including DC power output across the resistor as shown in Fig. 3 can be formulated respectively 
as, 
                 
d
d
RDC
R
v
I
d
_ , ddCDC CvI d
_ , dd RDCdRp IvP __  .       (50) 
Note that the parameter dv at DC signal output for the parallel segment connection can be 
formulated by taking the last part of Eq. (45), giving, 
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Also note that the modulus of dv was utilized due to using AC-DC full bridge rectifier as shown in 
Fig. 3. For series segment connection, the parameter dv at DC signal output can be formulated as, 
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For mixed series-parallel connection, the parameter dv at DC signal output becomes, 
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5 Results and discussion 
 
This section discusses the effect of the multiple electrode segments onto piezoelectric plate 
structures under input base excitation using the three different segment connection patterns. Note 
that since the main contribution of this paper is in proposing a technique of the multi-segments 
with the circuit connection patterns, the rectangular finite element model has been utilized for 
simplicity of the geometrical analysis. For this reason, the typical thin cantilever plate structure 
under base excitation provides an effective design for generating high power output in the lower 
frequency range. For the future work using different shapes of the plate element and complex 
geometrical structure, the NURBS (Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines)-based isogeometric finite 
element analysis will be employed for investigating the optimal power output at particular 
segments of the system. Although the electromechanical dynamic equations can be used for the 
multiple piezoelectric segments, the multiple electrode segments have been chosen for analyzing 
the parametric numerical case studies due to giving the physical insights of the electromechanical 
system response behaviors and practical implementations. At this point, the numerical studies also 
discuss the effective and potential options from the three different circuit connection patterns 
connected from the variable segmented electrode system of the smart plate structures. This section 
also discusses the convergence criteria, mode shapes, and frequency analysis with the effect of 
strain nodes and input dynamic force followed by the DC time signal waveforms. The material 
properties of the smart plate structure that exhibits isotropic behavior are given in table 1. The 
piezoelectric material used here was made from PZT-5A as given from efunda [66] where its 
properties were reduced from the plane-stress 3D to 2D components in order to obtain the correct 
data from the piezoelectric plate system. The geometrical smart plate structures under input 
excitation of 1 ms−2 were set to 150 mm length (L) and 80 mm width (b) with the piezoelectric 
thickness (h(1)) of 0.127 mm and the substructure (brass) thickness (h(2)) of 1 mm.  
 
In Fig. 4, smart plate structure under base excitation has twelve electrode segments and each of 
them consists of six electromechanical discretized elements. The segmented system can be 
arranged electrically in parallel, series, and mixed series-parallel connections as shown in Figs. 5a-
5c, respectively. It should be noted here that each connection can be controlled using the on-off 
switching techniques. For example, if the systems with the parallel and mixed series-parallel 
segment connections are controlled by the tiers 1 and 2 (double tier), the switches S1 and S2 will 
turn on where the other switches S3 and S4 turn off. For quadruple tier (all tiers), all switches will 
be active and so on. For series connection, if the tiers 1 and 2 are used, only switch S2 will turn on. 
If quadruple tier (all tiers) are used, only switch S4 will turn on. Also note that the parallel and 
series electrode segment connections as shown in Figs. 5a-5b utilize the tier system whereas 
section 4.2 shows those particular connections without tier system because this section explores 
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the electromechanical behavior using only the same segment pattern of the structural system. 
Again, the constitutive frequency equations in Sec. 4.2 (Figs. 2a-2b without tier) are the same for 
the analysis on this section. The reason is that they represent the general equations which can be 
used to the models with arbitrary piezoelectric or electrode segments located at any locations of 
the system.  
 
 
 
Material  properties Piezoelectric     Material properties          Brass 
Reduced elastic stiffness coefficients 
6622211211 ,,, ccccc  (GPa) 
69.49, 24.32, 
69.49,  22.57 
Young’s modulus 
Es (GPa) 
 
      
        105 
          
Density ρ (kg/m3) 7750 Poisson’s ratio  v         0.3 
Reduced piezoelectric constant 
3231 ee   (C/m
2) 
 
-16.0413 
Density ρ (kg/m3) 
        9000 
Reduced Permittivity Sε33  (nF/m) 9.5657  
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Fig. 5 The segment patterns with the tier system and the standard AC-DC circuit interfaces corresponding with the on-
off switching technique:  (a) the parallel electrode segment connections, (b) the series electrode segment connection, 
and (c) the mixed series-parallel electrode segment.  
Fig. 4 The smart plate structure with the segmented electrodes and electromechanical discretization.   
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
Table 1. Properties of the piezoelectric plate structure 
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The convergence criteria for the first four modes obtained from the proposed numerical studies can 
be seen in Figs. 6a-6c. Increasing number of electromechanical elements in x- and y-axes for each 
mode can give the variable resonance frequency approaching the equal value. Since the 
convergence criteria is one of the essential aspects for studying the accuracy of the numerical 
methods, the study shown here is that the higher modes normally require a higher number of 
elements. However, if lower modes (1st and 2nd modes) are major concerned, a lower number of 
elements with the reasonable and careful choice will be sufficient. This can be seen in Figs. 6a and 
6b where the predominant resonance frequencies tend to give the same values. At this case, the 72 
electromechanical discretized elements with the total of 273-degree-of-freedom for the first four 
modes have shown sufficiently accuracy for further analyzing the frequency responses and time 
signal waveforms. As shown in Figs.7a-7d, the first four mode shapes using the discretized 
element number can also be identified. It is clearly seen that the first and third modes represent the 
first and second transverse modes, respectively. However, the second and fourth modes show the 
first and second twisting modes, respectively.  
 
  
  
                    
  
Fig. 6 Convergence studies based on the discretized elements: (a) the first resonance frequency, (b) the second resonance 
frequency, (c) the third resonance frequency and (d) the fourth resonance frequency. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) (d) 
(a) 
(b) 
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With the distributed electrode covered on the entire piezoelectric structure, the power output 
frequency response behavior under variable load resistance as shown in Fig. 8c only represents the 
two peaks of resonances indicating the first and second transverse modes. As expected, the first 
and second twisting modes clearly disappear due to the strain nodes of those modes using the 
inflection point of the second order differential shape function of the strain–displacement 
relationship. It is important to note that if the parallel electrode segment system with active all tiers 
is implemented, the FRFs will give the same results as the system response with the distributed 
electrode segment. Also note that strain node regions as shown in Figs. 8a and 8b are located along 
the x-axis and both x- and y-axes of the smart plate structure, respectively. The major reduction of 
the power outputs of the twisting modes are resulted from the tendency of equal strain distribution 
changes between the element regions with the blue and red colors creating asymmetry shape. As a 
result, the electric current for the entire elements reduces significantly giving the effect of 
reduction of the power output. Indeed, the system with the input base excitation can predominantly 
create the transverse modes. As a result, the twisting modes even further disappear in the power 
output FRFs. However, further analysis using input dynamic force on certain node using certain 
electrode segment locations can give different perspective as discussed in the next stage. 
 
 
  
 
        
                     
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7 Normalized displacement: (a) the first mode shape (26.914 Hz), (b) the second mode shape (109.080 Hz), (c) the 
third mode shape (167.918 Hz) and (d) the fourth mode shape (358.115 Hz). 
Fig. 8 the system responses : (a) the second strain mode shape (first twisting mode), (b) the fourth strain mode shape  
(second twisting mode) and (c) power harvesting FRFs with variable load resistance using the distributed electrode 
segment connection.  
(c) (d) 
(a) (b) 
(c) 
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With variation of the load resistance, the power FRFs of the first mode shift from short circuit to open 
circuit conditions. The lowest amplitudes are normally found from those conditions. However, higher 
amplitudes can be achieved gradually as being away from those conditions. Similarly, the power 
output at the third mode also varies from short circuit to open circuit conditions, just being a slight 
different trend to that of the first mode.  
 
Figs. 9a-9b show variation of the power outputs from series and parallel electrode segment 
connections. As mentioned previously, each tier consists of the electrode segments onto the 
piezoelectric structure that can be arranged electrically in series and parallel connections. The on-off 
switching techniques are used to control the implementation of each tier. Here, as shown in Figs. 9a-
9b, the power outputs with the short and open circuit load resistances for both connection patterns tend 
to shift. Note that it is only a given example of using the short and open circuit load resistances since it 
can give a technical insight of shifting resonance frequency. Again, the first and second twisting 
modes clearly disappear for this case. Instantly view to the figure, the trends for both connection 
patterns seem to be similar where each tier looks different. However, with further investigation to each 
tier, the power outputs for the parallel electrode segments as shown in Fig. 9d increase with increasing 
the tier numbers and the same resonance frequency. That situation also occurs for the third mode 
(second transverse mode) except double tier. In the opposite behavior, the power outputs using series 
electrode segments for both modes as shown in Fig. 9e clearly show the reduction of amplitudes while 
increasing the tier numbers. The inherent system of the material involves piezoelectric couplings and 
internal capacitance contributing the electromechanical damping and electromechanical stiffness [31].  
  
                                  
  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 9  the system responses using various tier networks: (a) power harvesting FRFs under short and open circuit load resistances 
using the parallel electrode segment connections, (b) power harvesting FRFs under short and open circuit load resistances using 
the series electrode segment connection, (c) the third strain mode shape, (d) power amplitude and frequency comparisons with 
the parallel electrode segment connections, (e) power amplitude and frequency comparisons using the series electrode segment 
connections. 
(a) (b) 
(c) 
(d) (e) 
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However, it is further proved here that the physical behavior of changes of the electrical 
connection to the electrode segments also affects the electromechanical system of the smart plate 
structure. Slightly different results for the third mode can be seen in the double tier for both 
connection patterns where the power amplitudes reduce significantly due to the third strain mode 
(second transverse strain mode in Fig. 9c). This occurs because the portions of electrode segments 
for double tier strain node regions are located between 0 and 0.075 m in x-axis. Note that the 
valley of the strain mode shows higher portion compared with the hill region. As a result, the 
portions of electrode segments for triple and quadruple tiers for parallel electrode segments show 
higher power amplitude regions. In contrast, lower power amplitude regions for series electrode 
segments occur at higher tiers. For that reason, next stage discusses the mixed series-parallel 
connections for optimizing the power output resonance and amplitude.    
 
In different fashion as shown in Figs. 10a for the parallel electrode segments with various tier 
connections, the particular power outputs under the excitations of the short circuit and open circuit 
resonance frequencies show two optimum amplitudes. In general form, the power outputs under 
the short circuit and open circuit resonance excitations can give the same amplitude due to the 
coincidence of the particular load resistance which is so-called transitional or critical point. For 
example, the power outputs using triple tier as shown in the red and blue dash-lines will meet each 
other at the particular load resistance value. It is obvious to see that the power outputs with 
decreasing tier numbers under short circuit condition appear to shift their amplitudes using higher 
load resistance.  Similarly, the power outputs with decreasing tier number under open circuit 
condition also shift except single tier as being the lowest value. The contribution of parallel 
electrode segment connection with quadruple or triple tier clearly gives higher power amplitude as 
shown in the excitations for both short and open circuit conditions. Unlike common responses 
given in Fig. 10a, the responses as shown in Fig. 10b for the series electrode segment connection 
with the various tier connections show differently. The power outputs under both conditions seem 
to be very close to each other and increase significantly with decreasing the tier numbers. 
               
 
 
 
This also shows a similar trend as given in Fig. 9e. However, in comparison with Fig. 10b, it is 
clearly seen that the power outputs using the parallel electrode segments seem to give a slight 
higher amplitude compared to that of response given from the series electrode segments. In Fig. 
Fig. 10 Power outputs under the excitations of the short circuit and open circuit resonance frequencies using various 
tier networks:  (a) the parallel electrode segment connections and (b) the series electrode segment connection. 
Fig. 11 Power harvesting FRFs using the quadruple tier network with the parallel electrode segment connections 
(solid lines), series electrode segment connections (dash lines) and mixed series-parallel electrode segment 
connection (dot lines). 
(a) (b) 
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11, the parallel, series and mixed series-parallel electrode segment connections with the chosen 
load resistances have been used for comparison using the quadruple tier. As shown, the power 
outputs generated from the parallel and mixed series-parallel electrode segment systems can give 
higher optimal amplitudes compared with the series electrode segment. However, when the 
resonance frequency of the smart plate structure is away from the ambient frequency, matching the 
two different frequency environments are essentially required so as to maintaining the optimal 
power output. For that reason, the shift of the power amplitude at particular frequency of the 
system can be potentially required using the mixed series-parallel electrode segment connection as 
being an effective option for this case. The shift of the power output frequency at the third mode 
appears to be more pronounced widening up to 25 Hz.  
 
In previous case studies, the systems under input base excitation have been used for analysis using 
the three different electrode segment connection patterns. It is clearly seen from the previous 
results that the second and fourth modes (first and second twisting modes) of the power outputs 
disappeared. The reason of such physical behavior has also been explained. However, this stage 
addresses of how to optimize those modes using the input dynamic force of 0.2 N at particular 
node onto the system using the selected electrode segments  with the tier system as shown in Fig. 
12a. The selected segments (6 and 10 for tier 2, 7 and 11 for tier 3, and 8 and 12 for tier 4) can be 
seen in Fig. 4. Note that it is only example of case study using the input dynamic force (e.g. 
electrodynamic shaker) to the system. Amongst the applications it can be designed as the plucking 
mechanism so as to create the moderate transient or harmonic responses where the future work 
will be developed. In Fig. 12b, the parallel and mixed series-parallel electrode segment 
connections using the quadruple tier are chosen for the analysis. At this case, all four modes 
(particularly the second and third modes) clearly appear in the power output frequency domain. 
Again, widening the resonance frequency at the third mode can be achieved up to 15 Hz, just being 
a slight lower value compared with the results in Fig. 11. Perhaps, this occurs due to the existence 
of the first twisting mode as being close neighbor to the third mode. However, the power 
amplitude still shows a reasonably higher value.  
                                        
                       
 
 
 
For the time waveform signal responses, the AC to DC signal conversion and charging and 
discharging processes through the full-wave bridge rectifier and smoothing RC circuit can be 
essentially identified from the DC voltage response behaviors. Here, the mixed series-parallel 
electrode segment was only used for the signal analysis because the previous results showed an 
effective option to widen the power output with a reasonably higher amplitude. In Figs. 13a-13b, 
Fig. 12 The system responses : (a) input dynamic force onto smart plate structure and (b) power harvesting FRFs using 
the quadruple tier network under input dynamic force with the parallel electrode segment connections (solid lines) and 
mixed series-parallel electrode segment connection (dot lines). 
(a) 
(b) 
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the rectifier DC voltage output shows repetitive positive signal responses due to the conductions of 
the diode pairs (D1 and D2) and (D3 and D4) [33]. As mentioned previously, when the positive 
half-cycle signal from the piezoelectric system is supplied to the full-wave bridge rectifier, diode 
pair (D1 and D2) conducts where another diode pair (D3 and D4) switches off. In contrast, when 
the negative half-cycle signal is supplied to the rectifier, diode pair (D3 and D4) turns to conduct 
resulting in another diode pair (D1 and D2) to be off. Since the rectifier DC voltage shows a pure 
ripple signal (very high ripple output as being similar form to that of the rectifier voltage), the 
smoothing RC circuit system becomes important to reduce the rectifier ripple signal. However, the 
capacitor ripple voltage can still occur at lower or higher level, depending upon the chosen 
capacitor and load resistance values. Example of this response behavior can be seen in Fig. 13a 
where the capacitor ripple voltage with the load resistance of 0.12 M shows lower level compared 
with the use of 20 kΩ. Again, the fixed capacitance value is 0.1 μF. Note that lower ripple voltage 
level can be benefit for quicker charging process compared with higher ripple that can cause 
heating to the capacitor. To avoid higher ripple, the exponential decay of capacitor ripple voltage 
level should be less pronounced so as to produce very smooth DC signal. Again, this behavior can 
be seen from the comparison between the two capacitor ripple voltages with 20 kΩ and 0.12 MΩ.  
 
Moreover, the capacitor DC current signal can be achieved by the time of charging. The current 
signal will drop approaching to zero during discharging process where the exponential decay of 
the capacitor voltage will also occur during that process. It can be seen that capacitor DC current 
using 20 kΩ has longer charging time process compared with the use of 0.12 MΩ. 
 
  
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
However, it can give higher ripple voltage level. Therefore, the use of 0.12 MΩ, as example of this 
case, can be very effective for faster charging process with lower ripple level. By viewing the DC 
power across load resistances of 20 kΩ and 0.12 MΩ in Figs. 14a-14b, the ripple level still affects 
the signal outputs. Although the DC power signals approach to similar amplitude, the DC power 
output signal with 20 kΩ shows higher fluctuation level compared with the use of 0.12 MΩ. 
 
6. Conclusion 
 
This paper has presented the multiple smart plate power harvesters with various circuit connection 
networks and standard AC-DC circuit interface using the electromechanical finite element 
dynamic analysis. The functional energy forms of the elemental smart plate structure system were 
Fig. 14 DC power harvesting across time waveform signals from the mixed series-parallel electrode segment connection 
using the quadruple tier network with the fixed capacitance Cd=0.1µF : (a) Rd =0.12 MΩ, and (b) Rd =20 kΩ. 
Fig. 13 DC voltage and capacitor DC current time waveform signals from the mixed series-parallel electrode segment 
connection using the quadruple tier network with the fixed capacitance Cd=0.1µF : (a) Rd =0.12 MΩ and (b) Rd = 20 kΩ 
 
(a) (b) 
(a) (b) 
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essentially developed using the extended Lagrange equations so as to formulate the local element 
matrices of the electromechanical dynamic equations. The reduced equations into the 
orthonormalized global matrices have been further developed into the orthonormalized scalar form 
equations using the electromechanical discretizations associated with the circuit connection 
patterns. The reduced constitutive numerical models have been used for formulating the smart 
plate system with the options of either the multiple piezoelectric or electrode segments. The 
segmented systems with the on-off switching techniques consisting of the parallel, series, and 
mixed series-parallel piezoelectric/electrode segment connection networks have been further used 
for formulating the electromechanical multi-mode FRFs and time signal waveforms. The multiple 
electrode segment connection system was chosen as an example, for analyzing the parametric 
numerical case studies because it provides the physical insights of the electromechanical system 
response behaviors and practical implementations.  
 
There are also numerical findings with the proposed techniques addressing six important points: 
1. The on-off switching techniques with the tier networks have been used for the numerical 
analysis of the parallel, series, and mixed series-parallel electrode segment connections. 
Again, it was mentioned previously that each tier consists of the multiple electrode segments. 
It was found that increasing tier numbers using the electrode segment connections can affect 
the power amplitude and frequency domains. The power output for the parallel electrode 
segments increases with increasing the tier numbers. In the opposite behavior, the power 
output using series electrode segments shows the reduction of amplitudes. Moreover, the use 
of the quadruple tier for the parallel and mixed series-parallel electrode segment connection 
can give higher optimal amplitudes. However, the mixed series-parallel electrode segment 
connection can be an effective option for widening the resonance frequency when the system 
is particularly away from the ambient frequency. Therefore, matching the two different 
frequency environments are essentially required.  
2. The plate structure system under input base excitation also gives the effect to the power 
output frequency analysis due to the strain modes shapes. The second and fourth resonance 
frequencies disappear due to the second and fourth strain mode shapes (the first and second 
twisting strain modes, respectively). The major reduction of the power outputs at the twisting 
modes are due to the tendency of equal strain distribution changes and the input base 
excitation for the cantilevered plate structure (predominantly creating the transverse modes). 
3. With the plate structure system under input dynamic force at particular node as shown, the 
power outputs for all four modes appear (particularly the second and third modes).  
4. For the time waveform signals from the capacitor DC voltage, the reduction of the ripple 
signal can be achieved using the smoothing RC circuit system depending upon the chosen 
capacitor and load resistance values. To achieve quicker charging process, higher ripple that 
can cause heating the capacitor, must be avoided by reducing the exponential decay of 
capacitor ripple voltage level. The reason is that discharging process of the capacitor DC 
current signal will also be quicker and charging process can be effectively conducted.  Also 
the DC power across load resistance can also be benefit when the ripple level is very low.  
5. The option for using parallel or mixed series-parallel electrode segment connections 
essentially depends on the applications. In adaptive vibration harvesting cases, the required 
switching techniques to the particular tiers can be benefit to adjust the power harvesting 
frequency and amplitude domains.  
6. The power output from the smart structure system can be adaptively controlled from higher 
to lower amplitude levels using the on-off switching tier systems when the ambient vibration 
environment applied to the system unexpectedly excite high amplitude. This can affect the 
system potentially having the cycle fatigue due to the repetitive high input excitation and also 
having brittle nature of the piezoelectric material itself. Conversely, the system response can 
be optimized using the increase of tier numbers when the input excitation gives a slight lower 
amplitude. 
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